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RevZilla will match any advertised price on new merchandise available through another
authorized U. Our goal is to provide the best possible shopping experience to every enthusiast
who visits RevZilla. You'll also hear about special offers and events! How it works:. Sign in or
create an accountto earn ZillaCash on your next purchase with us. Redeem your ZillaCash
Rewards on a future order with us! See our customer service page for more details. Life is full of
choices. Is it possible to have a little of everything? And yes, I knowâ€¦ I watch weird TV shows.
Kawasaki North America puts the 14R in its Supersport category, and offers no such
accessories. So which is it? Supersport, tourer, or something else? I got to take the bike home
for a month to see if I could come up with a definitive answer. The Kawasaki ZXR. Kawasaki
photo. The latest overhaul, in , saw an increase in engine displacement from 1, cc to a massive
1, cc. Only the new Ninja H2 has a slight edge in horsepower over the current 14R. The ZXR
weighs a lofty pounds wet. Digital fuel injection and four 44 mm Mikuni throttle bodies surge
petrol into the 1. Keeping the rider one with the road at the front is a 43 mm inverted cartridge
fork with adjustable preload, way compression, and way rebound damping. The rear suspension
is equipped with a bottom-link Uni-Trak and gas-charged shock with adjustable preload,
stepless rebound and compression damping adjustments, and adjustable ride height. ABS front
and rear is standard on both models. Dual floating mm petal rotors, complemented by
radial-mounted, four-piston calipers, are mounted up front. Individual brake pads for each
piston help prevent heat deformity. Rear stopping power comes from a single mm petal disc
and a two-piston caliper. And people say this big bike is meant for the drag strip Photo by Max
Zuckerman. I was shocked how all my worry and stress were for nothing. The ZXR hides its
almost pounds nicely. The bulk of the weight is centered and low. I was able to unload the
heavy bike solo, and in flip flops, no less. I have the video to prove it. Photo by Bucky Bautista. I
tested the ZXR for more than 2, miles, which included a day at the track, twisties, a mile trek up
to northern California, rush hour in San Francisco, and more twisties. I was able to reach an
indicated mph on the straight before reaching my braking marker, without even hitting the rev
limiter in fifth gear. My friends on the popular race-replica liter bikes could only hit mph before
they ran out of track. The torque was the difference, and the reason I was able to drive past
them, despite the weight difference. The combination of street tires and the weight of the bike
prevented the 14R from matching the triple-digit corner speeds of the race-inspired sport bikes
on the abrasive track, however. It's no accident that when Kawasaki shows photos of this bike
on a track, it's a drag strip. But the ZXR can handle the job if you want to take it to the road
course and feel the pull of that powerful motor for more than a quarter of a mile at a time. Trying
to find the rev limiter in fifth gear is tough work. While the ZXR may not be a true sport bike, the
handling is close to one. My first ride on the bike was to the mecca of serpentine roads: the
Santa Monica Mountains. There, you can run the gamut of curves, from tight and technical to
sweeping and fast. The 14R loved the faster sweepers of Encinal Canyon Road. It tracked right
through the speedy turns and felt like it was on rails. The 10 miles of technical turns on Latigo
Canyon Road, however, found the suspension wanting. The bike wanted to run wider when I
tried to nip apexes at slower speeds in the tighter turns. Trail braking helped correct the lack of
turn in, but that can be a daunting task for a less experienced rider on such a heavy bike.
Overall, the bike is nimble, considering its size. I felt the weight when dragging a knee at
maximum lean, but I could still transition from side to side surprisingly fast and negotiate a
U-turn on a narrow, two-lane highway without putting a foot down. The weight of the 14R is
simply not a factor when balancing the bike through tight places more on that later. A special
show by one of my favorite punk bands called for me to be in San Francisco. What better way to
schlep north than on what Sean calls a badass sport-touring bike? Instead, I pounded the
pavement all the way up Interstate 5 and cut over the Pacheco Pass to meet a friend who was
riding at a motocross event in San Jose. Touring in style. The ZXR's ergonomics put my 5-foot,
9-inch frame in a comfortably leaned-forward stance with a slight bend in my arms when
cruising. Needless to say, if I had been riding my sport bike, a mile straight shot on I-5 would
have called for an apres-ride alcoholic drink and a nap. Instead, I geared up and jumped right on
my buddy's bike for some laps at the motocross track. The ZXR's relaxed position, plush
suspension, and dual engine balancers provided a smooth ride that kept the fatiguing vibrations
to a minimum and me fresh as a daisy. After hitting the MX track, I pressed on to the city, during
rush hour. San Francisco is one of the hardest cities to commute in. There are steep hills, cable
car gaps on the ground, a bazillion cars, and bicyclists causing chaos on the city streets. I felt
like I was in a real-life police rodeo as I dodged grid-locked cars and motorcyclists on FZs and
cafe racers. I was simply able to out-maneuver small commuter bikes on a bigger bike at
walking speeds. The ZXR's torque made it easy for me to stay in one gear while filtering through
traffic. Other than fuel economy, there is no need ever to click past third gear in street riding.
The indicator turns off right about 6, rpm. Clicking all the way up to sixth gear and holding

steady throttle at a realistic 75 mph highway cruising speed will get you an indicated 44 mpg,
compared to 29 mpg in third gear. Overall, my gas mileage was consistently around 33 mpg,
except for the 26 mpg at the track. I was able to record miles with half a gallon left in the 5. I
never was in wet or slippery conditions that warranted mode three, so I cannot comment on its
effectiveness in its intended use. I will say that mode three should not be used in dry
conditions. The cut-off of the ignition is so abrupt, I was almost thrown over the handle bars. I
whacked the throttle open expecting the front to lift, followed by a smooth wean off the power.
Instead, it felt like someone had unexpectedly grabbed my front brake. You can hear the system
working when you're hard on the gas out of a turn, but there is no squirming from the rear trying
to break traction. Calm and happy as a Hindu cow. The front will let you enjoy a momentary
wheelie, but will quickly and smoothly bring it back to the ground. The least intrusive mode one
will let the rear step out slightly under acceleration, but did a good job of keeping me in the
no-fly zone. It allows some hot-dogging in the wheelie department, but thankfully the electronics
will keep you well away from the risk of looping the bike. The ABS is great overall on public
roads. The levers provide good, but not great, feel. I could detect pulsing, but it was tolerable. I
never felt ABS interfered too much, except at the track day. I am a habitual late-braker at the
track. Needless to say I blew past my turn-in marker several times. Luckily I never had any
issues with the brakes on the streets, and I can't criticize the inability to switch off the system
since track days will probably be infrequent on this bike. Sounds a bit intimidating, but I loved
the challenge. With that kind of power, you need good handling, and nimbleness, weight
location, and ergonomics all receive high marks. This bike really blurs the line between a sport
bike and sport-touring machines. Despite all that weight, the front end is still more than happy
to pop up out of a corner. Photo by Eddie Sifuentes. While not quite the adjustable touring
windscreen of the Ninja , the bubble does a great job of buffering while leaned in a sporty
stance. I'm sure the screen and aerodynamics of the bike helped prevent fatigue on my long
trip. A rear seat cowl comes standard and is easily detached. The low seat height makes it easy
to walk the bike around despite its weight and the seat is very plush for extended rides. The rear
seat cowl is standard on the U. The hydraulic clutch is light and provides good feel. I was
standing at traffic lights with the lever fully pulled in all day without fatigue. I appreciated the
adjustment dial, which let me position the lever outward so I had enough room for the two
fingers I kept glued to the grip. What else ya need to know? I reluctantly returned the bike with a
little over 2, miles on the odometer. Granted, I did some hard riding on a very abrasive track, but
the tires only had a couple hundred miles to go before the wear indicators were showing. The
weight of the bike and sheer power going to the rear wheel means tire longevity is sacrificed. I
was constantly turning on my high beams, thinking I was switching the display from mpg to fuel
range. There is an adjustment screw, but it also adjusts the high beams, instead of having a
separate adjustment screw. Don't buy this bike if you hate attention. The heat flowing from the
mid panels of the fairing is great in cold weather, but will scorch your shins during the warmer
months. There is very little clearance to access the preload rings on the rear shock. I had to
remove the left heel guard and I still have scabs from shaving skin off my hands. Finally, this is
more of a warning than a lowlight. Use a mounted or stand-alone wheel chock to avoid this. Of
the three, the Hayabusa produces the least power at horsepower and foot-pounds of torque
which, of course, is still more power than almost any other motorcycle on the road. It is the
second-heaviest at pounds. The BMW is also the lightest, only weighing pounds, 26 pounds
lighter than the Hayabusa. So where does the ZXR fall on the sport bike versus sport-touring
continuum? Kawasaki did an excellent job of keeping this big-displacement bike in the middle
ground by mixing sport bike handling and sport-touring ergonomics. I think it is telling that
Kawi uses different categories to describe this bike in different countries. It's too plush and
heavy to call it a supersport. It lacks features like a proper windscreen, side cases, or higher
hand grips to be a true ST Kawasaki has the Concours 14 for that. Clearly, there are far more
economical options for city commuting than this 1. Wheelie time! To be honest, though,
Kawasaki has produced a middle-ground bike that's still fun. The compromises made to blur the
lines did not stop me from enjoying my time with the 14R. Most of the items I listed as lowlights
are things that are minor, fixable, adjustable, or just plain avoidable. I would recommend the big
Ninja for larger riders, for experienced motorcyclists who want gobs of disposable power, or for
riders who have room in the garage for one bike that can take the place of two purpose-built
motorcycles. If you are a one-dimensional rider â€” commuting, corner-carving, touring or track
days â€” then I suggest you go buy the motorcycle specifically built for the riding you do. If you
want a heavyweight champ who can do a little of all that and pack an unmatched punch, then
get a Ninja ZXR. And set aside some money for tires and gas. Navigation Menu. Wish List.
RevZilla offers shipping to your location! Please reference our International Shipping Policy for
details. International Shipping Policy. Self-Service Returns. Doesn't fit? Don't love it? Return

any unused item within 90 days for a full refund. Start a Return Read our full Return Policy.
Lowest Price, Guaranteed. Found it for less? Submit a Price Match. See what our customers are
saying about us: Customer Reviews. Zilla Cash Rewards Program. How it works: 1. JavaScript
Disabled. We have updated our Privacy Policy. Please click here to review the updates.
Subscribe to The Common Tread. Related Stories. Share 0 Join the Discussion. Make no
mistake; this is a serious ride meant for experienced riders, and not another one of these
racebike-looking commuters so popular with the masses right now. The windtunnel-tested
fairing leads the way with a ram-air port that shunts pressurized air from the entry directly into
the airbox and a six pack of headlights to split the night. Clip-ons pull the pilot forward and
down over the 5. The instrument panel rocks a pair of analog clocks with blackout faces
bordered with bright bezels to display speed and rpm. An LCD screen displays its metrics
against a backlit face, or you can flip the script and run with a blackout face behind light
lettering. A fistful of idiot lights finish off the instrumentation, and the LCD screen doubles as a
rider interface for the various ride-quality subsystems. The seat rides A rear fairing snaps on
over the pillion pad to give the 14R a solo look if you so desire, but if you want to haul a
passenger you can pull it off and flip out the subframe-mount footpegs to accommodate a
friend. The frame on the Ninja ZXR, such as it is, is of a monocoque design that uses the
aluminum body panels as a stressed skin to complete the structure, kind of like a Piaggio
scooter on steroids. Rake measures in at 23 degrees from the vertical with 3. The lightweight
aluminum structure compliments that, as well, to make the 14R handle like a smaller machine in
spite of its Inverted forks float the front end on 43 mm inner fork tubes with 4. Out back, a
Uni-Trak monoshock delivers the trifecta as well with 4. Even the brake lines are off the top
shelf with a braided stainless sleeve that delivers precise pressure and feedback , and
radial-mount master cylinders and calipers to boot. The beating heart of the Ninja ZXR is still
the showstopper with its four-cylinder, liquid-cooled design that packs in a total of 1, cc. Sure,
that generates a significant amount of heat, but the forged pistons are kept cool by an oil jet
that bathes the underside of the crown to draw off some of the waste heat. Dual over-head cams
time the valve head, and this newest version features cams with higher lift and polished intake
ports to aid in aspiration along with the ram-effect intake system. Kawi fitted 44 mm Mikuni
throttle bodies to control the induction with its Dual Throttle Valve technology that smoothes
out transitions and stabilize bottom-end performance. To maximize power, the factory used
liberal bypass holes to reduce pumping losses as the pistons shove the air around the bottom
end. The Power Modes let you dial in the full pound-feet of torque that maxes out at 7, rpm, or
tune it down to about percent of that for a bit of a milder ride. Power tops out at The 14R will top
out somewhere around mph with a 9. What does all that get you? Like the Ninja, the design is all
about low-drag penetration for top-end performance , but it has a panache unlike anything else
in the world. Suzuki relies on a more traditional skeleton with an aluminum twin-spar frame that
rocks a steering damper for a bit of an advantage over the Ninja, and fully adjustable
suspension front and rear. Suzuki surrenders a few cubes to Kawi with only 1, cc packed away.
This dips into the power a skosh with Read our full review of the Suzuki Hayabusa. In all
seriousness, only the most serious riders need even test ride one of these. I take that back, it
will make you look cool, but you will not be comfortable. Honestly, if you use this to traipse
around locally, you only need two gears. This is a stupidfast bike that is not recommended for
beginners. Read more Kawasaki news. All images featured on this website are copyrighted to
their respective rightful owners. No infringement is intended. Image Source: kawasaki. Read
More: Kawasaki is out with its new cc Ninja and Z babies. Unique monocoque aluminum frame
Stainless steel braided brake and clutch lines 3-mode traction control Back-torque-limiting
slipper clutch Very nimble ABS. TJ Hinton. J got an early start from his father and other family
members who owned and rode motorcycles, and by helping with various mechanical repairs
throughout childhood. That planted a seed that grew into a well-rounded appreciation of all
things mechanical, and eventually, into a formal education of same. Though primarily a Harley
rider, he has an appreciation for all sorts of bikes and doesn't discriminate against any
particular brand or region of origin. He currently holds an Associate's degree in applied
mechanical science from his time at the M. Read full bio. Related Articles. What do you think?
Motorcycle Finder:. Kawasaki Ninja. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us.
Automotive journalist job. RevZilla will match any advertised price on new merchandise
available through another authorized U. Our goal is to provide the best possible shopping
experience to every enthusiast who visits RevZilla. You'll also hear about special offers and
events! How it works:. Sign in or create an accountto earn ZillaCash on your next purchase with
us. Redeem your ZillaCash Rewards on a future order with us! See our customer service page
for more details. Life is full of choices. Is it possible to have a little of everything? And yes, I
knowâ€¦ I watch weird TV shows. Kawasaki North America puts the 14R in its Supersport

category, and offers no such accessories. So which is it? Supersport, tourer, or something
else? I got to take the bike home for a month to see if I could come up with a definitive answer.
The Kawasaki ZXR. Kawasaki photo. The latest overhaul, in , saw an increase in engine
displacement from 1, cc to a massive 1, cc. Only the new Ninja H2 has a slight edge in
horsepower over the current 14R. The ZXR weighs a lofty pounds wet. Digital fuel injection and
four 44 mm Mikuni throttle bodies surge petrol into the 1. Keeping the rider one with the road at
the front is a 43 mm inverted cartridge fork with adjustable preload, way compression, and way
rebound damping. The rear suspension is equipped with a bottom-link Uni-Trak and
gas-charged shock with adjustable preload, stepless rebound and compression damping
adjustments, and adjustable ride height. ABS front and rear is standard on both models. Dual
floating mm petal rotors, complemented by radial-mounted, four-piston calipers, are mounted
up front. Individual brake pads for each piston help prevent heat deformity. Rear stopping
power comes from a single mm petal disc and a two-piston caliper. And people say this big bike
is meant for the drag strip Photo by Max Zuckerman. I was shocked how all my worry and stress
were for nothing. The ZXR hides its almost pounds nicely. The bulk of the weight is centered
and low. I was able to unload the heavy bike solo, and in flip flops, no less. I have the video to
prove it. Photo by Bucky Bautista. I tested the ZXR for more than 2, miles, which included a day
at the track, twisties, a mile trek up to northern California, rush hour in San Francisco, and more
twisties. I was able to reach an indicated mph on the straight before reaching my braking
marker, without even hitting the rev limiter in fifth gear. My friends on the popular race-replica
liter bikes could only hit mph before they ran out of track. The torque was the difference, and
the reason I was able to drive past them, despite the weight difference. The combination of
street tires and the weight of the bike prevented the 14R from matching the triple-digit corner
speeds of the race-inspired sport bikes on the abrasive track, however. It's no accident that
when Kawasaki shows photos of this bike on a track, it's a drag strip. But the ZXR can handle
the job if you want to take it to the road course and feel the pull of that powerful motor for more
than a quarter of a mile at a time. Trying to find the rev limiter in fifth gear is tough work. While
the ZXR may not be a true sport bike, the handling is close to one. My first ride on the bike was
to the mecca of serpentine roads: the Santa Monica Mountains. There, you can run the gamut of
curves, from tight and technical to sweeping and fast. The 14R loved the faster sweepers of
Encinal Canyon Road. It tracked right through the speedy turns and felt like it was on rails. The
10 miles of technical turns on Latigo Canyon Road, however, found the suspension wanting.
The bike wanted to run wider when I tried to nip apexes at slower speeds in the tighter turns.
Trail braking helped correct the lack of turn in, but that can be a daunting task for a less
experienced rider on such a heavy bike. Overall, the bike is nimble, considering its size. I felt the
weight when dragging a knee at maximum lean, but I could still transition from side to side
surprisingly fast and negotiate a U-turn on a narrow, two-lane highway without putting a foot
down. The weight of the 14R is simply not a factor when balancing the bike through tight places
more on that later. A special show by one of my favorite punk bands called for me to be in San
Francisco. What better way to schlep north than on what Sean calls a badass sport-touring
bike? Instead, I pounded the pavement all the way up Interstate 5 and cut over the Pacheco
Pass to meet a friend who was riding at a motocross event in San Jose. Touring in style. The
ZXR's ergonomics put my 5-foot, 9-inch frame in a comfortably leaned-forward stance with a
slight bend in my arms when cruising. Needless to say, if I had been riding my sport bike, a mile
straight shot on I-5 would have called for an apres-ride alcoholic drink and a nap. Instead, I
geared up and jumped right on my buddy's bike for some laps at the motocross track. The
ZXR's relaxed position, plush suspension, and dual engine balancers provided a smooth ride
that kept the fatiguing vibrations to a minimum and me fresh as a daisy. After hitting the MX
track, I pressed on to the city, during rush hour. San Francisco is one of the hardest cities to
commute in. There are steep hills, cable car gaps on the ground, a bazillion cars, and bicyclists
causing chaos on the city streets. I felt like I was in a real-life police rodeo as I dodged
grid-locked cars and motorcyclists on FZs and cafe racers. I was simply able to out-maneuver
small commuter bikes on a bigger bike at walking speeds. The ZXR's torque made it easy for me
to stay in one gear while filtering through traffic. Other than fuel economy, there is no need ever
to click past third gear in street riding. The indicator turns off right about 6, rpm. Clicking all the
way up to sixth gear and holding steady throttle at a realistic 75 mph highway cruising speed
will get you an indicated 44 mpg, compared to 29 mpg in third gear. Overall, my gas mileage
was consistently around 33 mpg, except for the 26 mpg at the track. I was able to record miles
with half a gallon left in the 5. I never was in wet or slippery conditions that warranted mode
three, so I cannot comment on its effectiveness in its intended use. I will say that mode three
should not be used in dry conditions. The cut-off of the ignition is so abrupt, I was almost
thrown over the handle bars. I whacked the throttle open expecting the front to lift, followed by a

smooth wean off the power. Instead, it felt like someone had unexpectedly grabbed my front
brake. You can hear the system working when you're hard on the gas out of a turn, but there is
no squirming from the rear trying to break traction. Calm and happy as a Hindu cow. The front
will let you enjoy a momentary wheelie, but will quickly and smoothly bring it back to the
ground. The least intrusive mode one will let the rear step out slightly under acceleration, but
did a good job of keeping me in the no-fly zone. It allows some hot-dogging in the wheelie
department, but thankfully the electronics will keep you well away from the risk of looping the
bike. The ABS is great overall on public roads. The levers provide good, but not great, feel. I
could detect pulsing, but it was tolerable. I never felt ABS interfered too much, except at the
track day. I am a habitual late-braker at the track. Needless to say I blew past my turn-in marker
several times. Luckily I never had any issues with the brakes on the streets, and I can't criticize
the inability to switch off the system since track days will probably be infrequent on this bike.
Sounds a bit intimidating, but I loved the challenge. With that kind of power, you need good
handling, and nimbleness, weight location, and ergonomics all receive high marks. This bike
really blurs the line between a sport bike and sport-touring machines. Despite all that weight,
the front end is still more than happy to pop up out of a corner. Photo by Eddie Sifuentes. While
not quite the adjustable touring windscreen of the Ninja , the bubble does a great job of
buffering while leaned in a sporty stance. I'm sure the screen and aerodynamics of the bike
helped prevent fatigue on my long trip. A rear seat cowl comes standard and is easily detached.
The low seat height makes it easy to walk the bike around despite its weight and the seat is very
plush for extended rides. The rear seat cowl is standard on the U. The hydraulic clutch is light
and provides good feel. I was standing at traffic lights with the lever fully pulled in all day
without fatigue. I appreciated the adjustment dial, which let me position the lever outward so I
had enough room for the two fingers I kept glued to the grip. What else ya need to know? I
reluctantly returned the bike with a little over 2, miles on the odometer. Granted, I did some hard
riding on a very abrasive track, but the tires only had a couple hundred miles to go before the
wear indicators were showing. The weight of the bike and sheer power going to the rear wheel
means tire longevity is sacrificed. I was constantly turning on my high beams, thinking I was
switching the display from mpg to fuel range. There is an adjustment screw, but it also adjusts
the high beams, instead of having a separate adjustment screw. Don't buy this bike if you hate
attention. The heat flowing from the mid panels of the fairing is great in cold weather, but will
scorch your shins during the warmer months. There is very little clearance to access the
preload rings on the rear shock. I had to remove the left heel guard and I still have scabs from
shaving skin off my hands. Finally, this is more of a warning than a lowlight. Use a mounted or
stand-alone wheel chock to avoid this. Of the three, the Hayabusa produces the least power at
horsepower and foot-pounds of torque which, of course, is still more power than almost any
other motorcycle on the road. It is the second-heaviest at pounds. The BMW is also the lightest,
only weighing pounds, 26 pounds lighter than the Hayabusa. So where does the ZXR fall on the
sport bike versus sport-touring continuum? Kawasaki did an excellent job of keeping this
big-displacement bike in the middle ground by mixing sport bike handling and sport-touring
ergonomics. I think it is telling that Kawi uses different categories to describe this bike in
different countries. It's too plush and heavy to call it a supersport. It lacks features like a proper
windscreen, side cases, or higher hand grips to be a true ST Kawasaki has the Concours 14 for
that. Clearly, there are far more economical options for city commuting than this 1. Wheelie
time! To be honest, though, Kawasaki has produced a middle-ground bike that's still fun. The
compromises made to blur the lines did not stop me from enjoying my time with the 14R. Most
of the items I listed as lowlights are things that are minor, fixable, adjustable, or just plain
avoidable. I would recommend the big Ninja for larger riders, for experienced motorcyclists who
want gobs of disposable power, or for riders who have room in the garage for one bike that can
take the place of two purpose-built motorcycles.
sv650 parts diagram
2008 tribute
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If you are a one-dimensional rider â€” commuting, corner-carving, touring or track days â€”
then I suggest you go buy the motorcycle specifically built for the riding you do. If you want a
heavyweight champ who can do a little of all that and pack an unmatched punch, then get a
Ninja ZXR. And set aside some money for tires and gas. Navigation Menu. Wish List. RevZilla
offers shipping to your location! Please reference our International Shipping Policy for details.
International Shipping Policy. Self-Service Returns. Doesn't fit? Don't love it? Return any
unused item within 90 days for a full refund. Start a Return Read our full Return Policy. Lowest
Price, Guaranteed. Found it for less? Submit a Price Match. See what our customers are saying
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